New digital self-adhesive paper:

Laserfine M HS-FSC
A new uncoated supercalendered label face has been added to our Digital Standard Offer. Laserfine M HS-FSC
is specially optimized for logistics, promotional and retail labelling and many other applications requiring custom
labels with variable information.
Laserfine M HS-FSC labels are well-suited for routing, tracking and tracing objects through the supply chain, and
facilitate inventory-taking for warehouse goods.
In retail industries, Laserfine M HS-FSC labels provide vital information for numerous items, from garments and
accessories to home and personal care products.

Combination

Laserfine M HS-FSC
(permanent adhesive)

Sales code

GDL/SPA3/14/W3

Size
(cm)

Packaging

MOQ

Sheet EAN code

Wrapped

Scored, printed backprint
(W3)

32x45

Box - 250 sh

5000

7171258

Box - 100 sh

5000

7171265

For further information, please contact your UPM Raflatac Area Sales Manager and/or Customer Service.
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SELF-ADHESIVE
FACE
Uncoated
Product
Use

SHEETS
LASERFINE M HS-FSC
GDL (sales code)
Surface sized woodfree SC paper.
Product designed for multifunctional information labelling, product descriptions,
bar codes, sequential numbers. Especially designed for medium and high
volume laser printers.

Typical technical values
70

g/m²

ISO 536
ISO 534

Caliper

70

µm

Tensile strength MD

5,5

kN/m

ISO 1924/1

Tensile strength CD

2.5

kN/m

ISO 1924/1

Brightness

95

%

ISO 2470/1

Roughness

2.7

µm

ISO 8791

Opacity

89

%

ISO 2471

CIE Whiteness

133

%

ISO 11475

Stiffness MD

0.18

kN/m

ISO/DP 2493

Stiffness CD

0.10

kN/m

ISO/DP 2493

Printability

PPS10

Designed for laser, offset, flexography, letterpress and dot-matrix.

Sustainability

The product named as FSC is registered to SGSCH-COC-004879 FSC™ Mix
credit.

Disclaimer

The performance of the product should always be tested in the actual
application conditions. Our recommendations are based on our most current
knowledge and experience. As our products are used in conditions beyond our
control, we cannot assume any liability for damage caused through their use.
Users of our products are solely responsible that the product is suitable for its
intended application, and have determined such at their sole discretion. Users
must comply with any applicable legislation and/or testing requirements for
the finished article, and are responsible for bringing their products to market.
This publication does not constitute any warranty, express or implied, and is
intended only for the recipient and cannot therefore be transferred to any third
party. We cannot assume any liability for the use of our products in conjunction
with other materials.
All our products are sold subject to UPM Raflatac’s general sales conditions,
and you should ensure that any existing laws are observed. This publication
replaces all previous versions.
All information is subject to change without notice.
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